Associations among epoetin therapy, inflammation, nutritional status, and mortality in patients on hemodialysis.
Inflammation contributes to hemopoiesis by lowering responses to epoetin (EPO) and to an increase in the mortality of patients on hemodialysis. However, nutritional status might alter associations among inflammation, EPO responsiveness, and the risk of mortality. We assessed the effect of inflammation on mortality according to nutritional status among EPO responses in a cohort of prevalent hemodialysis patients. The observational cohort study analyzed data from the Japanese Dialysis Registry (2005-2006; n = 36,956; mean follow-up 11.5 months). Patients were categorized into tertiles of the EPO responsiveness index (ERI; the weekly weight-adjusted EPO dose [IU/kg/week] divided by hemoglobin [g/dL]) and an EPO-free group. Body mass index (BMI) and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels were measured. Bimodal peaks indicated associations between CRP and BMI in each group. Hazard ratio (HR) curves of CRP for mortality according to BMI in the upper ERI tertile, particularly among those with diabetes mellitus (DM), were reverse J-shaped. However, HR curves in the other groups were increased below a threshold BMI of 21 kg/m(2). These associations were confirmed in propensity score-matched populations. Risk of CRP for death is apparently changed by BMI in hemodialysis patients with a lower EPO response, especially in those with DM.